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Wade Ketchum is searching for his only surviving sibling when he finds a ready-made

family.Â Rachel Cooke is stranded on the Oregon trail with three orphans and a rebellious sister,

until gambler Wade Ketchum rescues them. The hardened cowboy is searching to find his long lost

brother, is out of cash and has no time for a praying spinster. When Rachel runs out of options, she

makes a deal. Wade must pretend to be her husband and help her reach Oregon. But somewhere

along the trail, pretending becomes real. Can she help Wade realize that he still has a heart capable

of love?Â What Reviewers Are Saying About This Western Historical Romance!Â â€œOMG!! This

book was soooo great. I bought it this afternoon and just could not put it down until I finished. Poor

Wade, who lost his whole family at such a young age. Rachel, who lost her father on the wagon

train during an Indian attack.â€• ~~ TrishÂ â€œEnjoyed this book immensely. Author did a very good

job of bringing the reader into the story. Seemed to authenically represent the 1800's male mentality

of a women's place is society, and how the Rachel truly proved the men wrong time and again.

Rachel and Wade had true depth of character. Strong characterizations through out the book.â€• ~~

Lovinâ€™ Readingâ€œFrom the history of life, it is a tale of the journey of the Oregon Trail. All the

hardships and turmoil. Awesome story with a happy ending.â€• ~~ LindaLewÂ â€œThe story line was

great. it seems so real like you were part of the book.a really nice cowboy book.â€• ~~

suzyz28Â Download this western novel and start reading now!Other books by Sylvia McDanielThe

Burnett Brides:Rancher Takes a BrideOutlaw Takes a BrideThe Marshal Takes a BrideThe

Christmas BrideÂ The Cuvier Women:WrongedBetrayedBeguiledÂ 
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Strong characters help drive this story. Wade finds Rachel after an Indian attack where her father is

killed. She is left behind to take care of her sister an infant, and two children. Wad wants nothing to

do with the group because of his past and the memories they bring about. However he is attracted

to Rachel and helps the group get to a fort out of danger.At the fort Rachel tries to join a wagon

train, but is told by the leader that he will not take on single women. The only person she knows is

Wade. Turning to Wade for help she asks him to marry her. Wade doesn't want to be married but

needs the money she is offering. Therefore the idea for a fake marriage comes into play.The two

pretends to be married and things heat up on the trail. Did I forget to mention her father was a

minister and they were on their way to help set up a new church. Wade is far from religious and

grew up in a saloon. Also Rachel was in love before and that man from her past winds up on the

same trail. This book will keep you turning the pages.

It was a good story. It's your typical romance novel with a western theme and yes there is sex. I

personally didn't feel like the sex was too much. It focused a lot more on the romantic development

than the sex, which for me is one of the things I liked about this book. Some of it was predictable but

I still enjoyed it. I loved the characters and the romance is really satisfying. I wish some parts of the

story were more detailed. There were parts of the story I felt needed more explanation on what

happened or what was going on. Also there were a few sentences that needed editing due to

grammatical errors. It's worth checking out while it's offered free.

So after seeing the cover of this I thought it would be corny. I now see why the cover fits it though.

It's definitely not corny. These two people meet under not so great circumstances and grow together

on the trail by the moonlight. Seriously do not miss this book! It's amazing!

Enjoyed this book immensely. Author did a very good job of bringing the reader into the story.

Seemed to authenically represent the 1800's male mentality of a women's place is society, and how

the Rachel truly proved the men wrong time and again. Rachel and Wade had true depth of



character. Strong characterizations through out the book.

This was a typical journey west story. Woman is left alone with kids, needs man to get her west.

Good guy comes along and helps her. A couple of exciting parts to keep things moving. Nothing

remarkable nor memorable. Just an easy, entertaining read. Would have gotten more stars had it

not been for the errors.

If you like western romances then you can't go wrong with this book. It's got your hero and heroine

and the forces that bring them together and try to keep them apart. And with more editing I could be

inclined to give it another star. But there are still too many grammar errors to allow for that at this

time.

Most of this story was pretty interesting to me. I enjoyed the theme of two very different sisters

traveling with three orphaned children after the death of their father. There were some misspelled

words in this book that were hard to ignore, like a hot desert instead of a yummy dessert. Otherwise,

it was a good story.

It was a wonderful romantic story and I didn't want it to end!!! I love to relax and read before going to

sleep,so I like stories that take me away from the everyday stress. This one was really wonderful & I

felt like I was right there! I will read more of her books!!!
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